
Strengthen your knowledge of 
Unemployment Insurance



Valero Chat  
• As you communicate with customers through Valero chat, 

your ability to provide exceptional customer service is 
essential. 

• Accurately answering general questions and directing 
customers to program resource information is key to our 
success and the division mission. 



Chat Conversations and UI
• Conversations with a customer may indicate or uncover a 

question about UI benefits. If this occurs, we need to ensure 
they receive the most up to date information and program 
support by focusing on:

◦ Directing them to UI resources 
◦ Providing program information through a link or upload
◦ Sharing messaging access to UI experts 
◦ Sending chat transcript notification with an RPI to claims centers, as needed  



Examples for UI guidance:
• Directions on how to apply for UI 

• Instructions on submitting a weekly claim

• Information about the UI program

• How to contact the claims center











Callback Service and
Secure Messaging through eServices

FAQ:

One-Stop:

Callback:



Access to an UI Expert through eServices Secure Messaging



One-Stop is
Available in Spanish



Helping Chat Customers  
Understand Your Responsibility to possible Report Potential Issues 



Why Report Potential Issues (RPIs)?
Report potential issues related to a claimant’s eligibility for unemployment 
benefits to the UI division.

Why it’s important

Customer First!
◦ Better serve customers by sharing resource information to answer general 

program questions 
◦ Alerting claims centers to follow up with customers who may be claimants 

reporting potential issues to eligibility  
◦ Help to avoid or minimize overpayments



“A & A” basically means: A person, who is capable of 
immediately accepting and reporting for any suitable work 
within the labor market of their occupation. 

Need to know these basics to detect 
when an RPI is needed 



Quick Law Info: Able for Work
Someone is considered able to work if they are:
• Physically and mentally able to work in any manner under 

the conditions normally required for the work. 



Quick Law Info: Available to Work
Someone is considered available for work if they:
• Immediately ready and willing to accept suitable work in 

their labor market during the customary hours for their 
occupation for each day that they claim benefits.



Quick Law Info: Actively Seeking Work
Someone is considered actively seeking work if they are:
• Making a minimum of three employer contacts or three 

qualified in-person job search activities at the local 
WorkSource office or employment center or a 
combination of both, totaling three*. 

*An exception is a directive from the department to modify these requirements. This could be a waiver for seeking work, to 
increase or decrease the number of work search contacts to make each week. 



Situation examples in chat conversations that 
indicate an RPI for claims center follow up:
• Sick or injured  

• Caring for a sick child or relative

• On vacation, no transportation or out of the country

• Quit or fired from a job or refused a job offer 

• Working for an employer or self employed

• Not looking for a job 

• Missed an appointment



XXXXXX (Cowlitz/Wahkiakum) 
8:09:44 AM 
Hello Lucy, how can I help you today? 
Lucy 
8:09:58 AM 
Good morning I received a letter regarding my application for 
training benefits in the mail with instructions to take it to the 
school I'm applying for but with holidays I missed the due date 
listed for "you must return this letter by" and I was just 
wondering how to appropriately proceed. 
XXXXXXXX (Cowlitz/Wahkiakum) 
8:14:23 AM 
Lucy, I am reading "Application Deadlines" section in the 
Training Benefits application. It says that they may deny training 
benefits if you do not meet these deadlines "unless you show 
good cause". I would go ahead and submit it with a statement 
showing the cause for missing the deadline. 

Example A
A situation to provide more information from Customer Service One 
Stop page, callback and secure messaging service during chat:



Hello Jerry, how can I help you today? 
Jerry 
8:22:58 AM 
I am unable to make the skills and assessments class this 
morning at 9. I tried to cancel it because I am not feeling well 
but was unable to cancel the class. I sent an email out a few 
minutes ago stating the same thing. 
XXXXXXXX (Everett) 
8:25:14 AM 
If you were required to attend the class for Unemployment or 
another program, sending an email to the person you've been 
working with should be sufficient. If you only wanted to 
deregister for a class that you originally preregistered for, 
there's a link that allows you to deregister for the class in the 
confirmation email you received. Thank you for communicating 
this to us. 
Though if the class was a requirement, you would want to make 
sure to communicate this directly to one of the staff members in 
your local office. 

Example B
A situation that indicates RPI completion is needed for 
Claims Center to review and follow up:



1:52:54 PM 
Hello Pat XXXXXX, how can I help you today? 
Pat XXXXX 
1:53:11 PM 
Hi I am trying to reschedule a workshop appointment. 
XXXXX (Bellingham) 
1:54:10 PM 
Ok, Pat, please call the office. May I give you the number? 
Pat XXXXXX
1:55:23 PM 

I have called the office in Auburn several times since yesterday 
and left a message. There has been no response. I am worried 
they are going to close today and I won't be able to reschedule my 
workshop which might affect the ability for me to receive 
upcoming benefits. I missed my workshop on the 18th and I will 
be gone out of town for the next 2 weeks, and I saw that there is a 
3 week limit to take your first workshop. 

Example C
A situation that indicates RPI completion is needed for 
Claims Center to review and follow up:



Send the transcript and RPI form
Email the Valero chat conversation to yourself.
Complete RPI form, including enter “Chat Transcript 
attached” in comments section.
Important to attach all related documents

• Claims Centers don’t have access to chat conversations
• Statements made in the chat conversation are necessary evidence for 

claims center adjudication to determine if there is an eligibility issue 
or not.



Select your 
completed chat 
conversations from 
the Engagement 
Report.

Locate the chat 
transcript of the 
person you need to 
save and send with 
your RPI. 
When found select 
View.



Click Email. Send and Save to your desktop. 



RPI form
Based on the statements in the 
transcript, enter the known 
information on this form.

Ensure you check a boxes and 
enter dates or comments if 
provided, only if you chat 
statements indicated these facts. 
Do not assume or guess. 

Enter your comments and your 
name information.  

Check confirm all related 
documents attached box. 
Open email from address on 
form and attach RPI and Chart 
Transcript saved to your 
desktop.



Submit to Claims Centers

Email RPI form and the chat transcript to:
•ESDGPUIAdjIssues@ESD.WA.GOV

mailto:ESDGPUIAdjIssues@ESD.WA.GOV
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